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Abstract: Wear fault is one of the dominant causes for marine diesel engine damage which 

significantly influences ship safety. By taking full advantage of the data generated in engine 

operation, machine learning-based wear fault diagnostic model can help engineers to 

determine fault modes correctly and take quick action to avoid severe accidents. To identify 

wear faults more accurately, a multi-model fusion system based on evidential reasoning (ER) 

rule is proposed in this paper. The outputs of three data-driven models including an artificial 

neural network (ANN) model, a belief rule-based inference (BRB) model, and an ER rule 

model are used as pieces of evidence to be fused in decision level. In this paper, the fusion 

system defines reliability and importance weight of every single model respectively. A novel 

method is presented to determine the reliability of evidence by considering the accuracy and 

stability of every single model. The importance weight is optimized by genetic algorithm to 

improve the performance of the fusion system. The proposed machine learning-based 

diagnostic system is validated by a set of real samples acquired from marine diesel engines in 

operation. The test results show that the system is more accurate and robust, and the fault 

tolerant ability is improved remarkably compared with every single data-driven diagnostic 

model. 

Keywords: wear fault diagnosis, marine diesel engine, machine learning-based diagnostic 

model, fusion system, ER rule 

 

1 Introduction 

Currently most ships over the world are propelled by marine diesel engines, and the 

reliability of marine diesel engines has a significant influence on the safe and economical 

operation of ships. As indicated in the report published by The Swedish Club, claims caused 

by main engine damage account for 34.4% of total marine machinery claims in 2012-2014, 

causing over 21million USD in total [1]. Furthermore, marine diesel engines consist of many 

tribological systems, such as cylinder liner-piston ring system, main bearing system, and 

almost 50% of engine faults are caused by abnormal wear of friction pairs [2]. Therefore, it is 

necessary to study the wear fault diagnosis of marine diesel engines to improve their 

reliability.  

The health condition of marine diesel engines is generally monitored by condition 

monitoring methods, including performance parameters monitoring, vibration monitoring, and 

oil monitoring. Compared with other condition monitoring methods, oil monitoring especially 
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performs better in wear fault diagnosis, because lots of tribological information can be 

extracted from wear particles in lubricating oil. Moreover, the wear condition of marine diesel 

engine can be monitored without disturbing the normal operation of engines and changing the 

engine structure. Generally, oil monitoring includes wear particle quantity analysis, 

morphology analysis, and physicochemical property analysis of lubricating oil, offering 

information to be used in wear fault mode and mechanism identification [3].  

Considering wear fault mechanism and acquisition methods of tribological information, 

it can be found that several problems exist in wear fault diagnosis for marine diesel engine. 

Specifically, the complicated nonlinear relationship between wear fault characteristics and 

fault modes is difficult to be expressed by accurate physical models. Additionally, most data 

which can reflect the wear states is not well used, and the data is generally uncertain and 

incomplete. Besides the above two problems, engine operation requires high reliability so that 

engineers should handle the wear faults as soon as possible. Fortunately, machine 

learning-based methods offer a feasible way to solve the above problems. 

Machine-learning based fault diagnosis technology is a sensitive, potentially cheaper, 

and high-efficient alternative for wear fault identification in comparison with regular manual 

maintenance such as corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance. Wear fault 

diagnosis is actually a decision-making issue. By using artificial intelligent algorithms, 

machine learning-based models analyze a large amount of data generated in engine operation, 

observations, and domain knowledge, and develop reusable decision-making models to 

represent the nonlinear relationship between fault features and fault modes. These 

decision-making models can deduce the data and knowledge of the specific application 

objects and help engineers to find out fault causes, identify fault modes, evaluate fault 

severity, and so on. The machine learning-based diagnostic models can not only solve 

problems in wear fault diagnosis, they also have several superiorities in decision making. 

Firstly, machine learning-based diagnosis realize the man-machine collaborative decision 

making instead of human oriented decision making, and therefore machine learning-based 

models have better capabilities of using multi-source information including qualitative and 

quantitative information. Secondly, the utilization of data is increased by the machine 

learning-based methods. More hidden information which is helpful for decision makers is 

mined, and decision makers can enrich their domain knowledge with the diagnostic model in 

return. Additionally, many decision-making problems become automated and intelligent so 

that the efficiency and accuracy of decision making are improved obviously. As a result, many 

accidents caused by wrong decisions or delayed decisions can be avoided. Finally, the 

machine learning-based diagnostic model can be fine-tuned by optimization algorithms and Jo
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historical data to give the optimal decision result.       

In the machine learning-based wear fault diagnostic system, tribological information 

acquired by lubricating oil monitoring is used as the input while the wear fault mode or 

mechanism is the output. Data-driven algorithms are used to simulate the nonlinear 

relationship between inputs and outputs. An important issue in designing a machine 

learning-based wear fault diagnostic system is how to select an appropriate algorithm which 

can deal with the tribological information with uncertainty or imperfection, and build a many 

to many mapping relationship between tribological information and wear modes. The 

majority of the current wear fault diagnostic systems are mainly developed by using one 

single intelligent algorithm. However, different algorithms have their own merits and demerits. 

The robustness and fault tolerant capability of the fault diagnostic model are quite limited by 

only using one single algorithm. Thus, how to take advantages of different diagnostic systems 

with a fused method is deserved to be studied.  

To improve the performance of wear fault diagnostic model, this paper proposes a new 

approach to fuse different fault diagnostic models in decision level by using ER rule 

algorithm. Specifically, three wear fault diagnostic models for marine diesel engines including 

bi-level BRB (BBRB) model, bi-level ANN (BANN) model, and ER rule model are 

developed respectively based on our previous researches [4,5]. Notably, reliability and 

importance of every single model are considered separately, in the process of fusing the three 

diagnostic models by using ER rules. Furthermore, a new method to determine the reliability 

factor of every model is proposed, in which model accuracy and model stability are taking 

into account simultaneously. To increase the fault diagnostic accuracy after decision level 

fusion, genetic algorithm is applied to modify the importance weight of every individual 

model. The newly developed model in this paper is applied to wear fault mode identification 

of marine diesel engines, and verified by the real data samples. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. Firstly, the paper provides a 

decision-level fused model to overcome the demerits of the three data-driven diagnostic 

models, which helps us to further improve the performance of wear fault diagnostic models, 

especially model robustness and fault-tolerant capability. Secondly, the inherent property of 

every single model (i.e. reliability) and the subjective property (i.e. importance weight) are 

distinguished in the multi-model fusing process. Lastly, model accuracy and stability are 

simultaneously used to generate the reliability of every single model, which makes the model 

can be evaluated comprehensively and reasonably. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discussed the related 

work in intelligent wear fault diagnosis, multi-model fusion, and ER rules. Section 3 analyzes Jo
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wear faults of marine diesel engines and formulates the wear fault diagnostic problem 

mathematically. The fused fault diagnostic model in decision level based on ER rule is 

developed in section 4. In section 5, a computational study is conducted to describe how to 

apply the fused model to wear fault diagnosis. The results of a series of experiments are 

discussed in section 6. Lastly, conclusions are given in section 7.  

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Intelligent wear fault diagnostic models 

Wear fault diagnostic models are mainly based on statistical analysis, 

mathematical-physical models, and intelligent algorithms. Among these wear fault diagnostic 

models, intelligent wear fault diagnostic models are mostly studied.  By using artificial 

intelligent algorithms, intelligent fault diagnosis can be conducted with the information 

acquired by condition monitoring systems.  

Among a variety of intelligent methods applied in wear fault diagnosis, traditional rule 

based expert system is one of the firstly developed intelligent models. In the early stage, 

researches were mainly on the development of wear fault diagnostic expert systems, 

Katsoulakos and Autar have constructed expert systems by extracting IF-THEN rules from 

expert domain knowledge to identify wear faults of engines long before 1990s [6,7]. After 

that, more and more researches focus on expert systems optimization, and integration with 

other algorithms, for example, the combination of neural network and expert systems, and the 

combination of fuzzy inference and expert systems [8,9]. Although the process of wear fault 

diagnosis based on expert system is quick and easy, the performance of diagnostic models is 

highly limited by expert domain knowledge. Nowadays, most wear fault diagnostic models 

are developed based on data-driven algorithms, because they have strong computing, 

nonlinear mapping and self-learning capabilities which can solve the problems in expert 

systems. ANN is the most representative methods among various intelligent algorithms. Till 

now, BP neural network are still the most widely used neural network in wear fault diagnosis. 

Basurko developed a BP neural network-based maintenance system to monitor the health 

condition of a medium-speed diesel engine, while Guo and Yuan developed a BP neural 

network to detect the abnormal wear of cylinder-liner piston-ring [10,11]. However, it is 

generally difficult to determine the structure of BP neural network, and the algorithm 

convergence is slow. To solve these problems, other kinds of ANN models were developed in 

engine fault diagnosis, such as RBF neural network, probability neural network, and fuzzy 

neural network [12-14]. Additionally, other data-driven methods were also used in fault 

diagnosis, such as support vector machine (SVM), fuzzy c-means clustering, and Bayesian 

network [15-17]. It should be noted that data-driven methods generally have high requirement Jo
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on dataset size and quality, and the variation of data samples could influence the performance 

of diagnostic model obviously. BRB inference methodology is a new method gradually 

applied in mechanical fault diagnosis. Compared with other methods, it can use quantitative 

and qualitative information simultaneously. Moreover, the inference process is transparent 

and interpretable. Currently, Xu has applied BRB to identify different wear modes of marine 

diesel engines, and find out the parts in abnormal wear condition
 
[4,18]. Diagnostic results 

show that the performance of BRB fault diagnostic model for marine diesel engines is 

promising.  

In summary, there are a variety of intelligent methods applied in wear fault diagnosis for 

diesel engines. However, every intelligent algorithm has its application area. Specifically, 

limited domain knowledge is the bottleneck of traditional rule based expert system, and it 

lacks flexibility, since the expert system cannot learn from real operating data to modify the 

diagnostic system. Data-driven models are developed on the basis of a large amount of data, 

and therefore, data quality significantly affects the performance of these models. In addition, 

most data-driven models are black boxes, such as ANN models. It is difficult for users to 

understand how the final diagnostic results are generated and to find potential mistakes in 

models. BRB model can solve the above problems well, but the complexity of belief rule base 

will increase obviously in large scale problems, and it will become invalid, if the input is 

incomplete compared with the antecedent attributes set of a BRB model. As a result, this 

paper proposes a machine learning-based diagnostic model with the integration of several 

different data-driven diagnostic models to compensate the drawback of every model.  

2.2 Multi-model fusion      

The ultimate goal in fault diagnosis for marine diesel engine is to achieve a diagnostic 

model with the best possible performance. From the above literature review, it can be known 

that different single models have their own diagnostic capability, and sometimes they can 

compensate with each other to generate a more accurate diagnostic result. Therefore, methods 

on multi-model fusion (i.e. multiple classifiers fusion) attract more attention.  

The concept of multiple classifier fusion was first proposed in 1992 by Xu, Krzyzak and 

Suen which is applied in handwriting recognition [19]. Since then, a variety of fusion 

methods have been put forward. From the point of model structure, the fusion models can be 

divided into cascade structure and parallel structure. The results generated by the previous 

layer is used as the input of the next layer in the cascade structure while every single model 

works independently and then is fused with other models in parallel structure. Obviously, 

parallel structure is more suitable to fully use every single model’s merits. In multi-model 

fusion, the key issue is how to integrate these single models in an effective way. Voting Jo
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method is the simplest and most widely used method which treats the decision of every 

classifier as a vote, and the class with most votes is determined as the final result [20]. 

However, voting method only considers the output label and ignores the model accuracy, 

therefore, it cannot make a full use of the information contained in training samples. A 

class-aligned method is also commonly used which is to calculate the support for one class 

using linear sum, product, or order statistics including minimum, maximum and median [21]. 

Kittler found that sum has the best identifying performance
 
[22], but the performance of this 

method is easily affected by the classifier with lower accuracy. Another fusing strategy is 

performed on an entire decision profile to aggregate multiple models to acquire a confidence 

value for a decision [23,24]. D-S theory is generally used in this fusing strategy, because it 

provides a very efficient theoretical framework for representing and combining uncertain 

information from distinct sources [25]. Many other methods have been applied in this area, 

such as Bayesian fusion method, behavior knowledge space fusion method, and logistic 

regression method [26-28]. It should be noticed that every single model’s contribution to the 

fused model is various due to their own performances which should be taken into account in 

the fusion process. Instead of using the output of every single model as a piece of evidence 

directly, many researches take the importance of every model into consideration. Xu used 

recognition, substitution, and rejection rate to define the sources of evidence for the 

proposition of interest, and therefore the overall performance of every single model was 

considered in the fusing process [29]. Rogova defined reference vectors for all classes, and 

measured the distance between the outputs of every model and the reference vectors which 

was used as a piece of evidence to be fused by D-S theory [30]. In this way, the single model 

of which the output was more similar with the reference vector will play a more important 

role in the fusing process.  

In most current researches, the accuracy of a single model is considered to determine its 

importance weight, but every single model to be fused is considered to be fully reliable, and 

therefore, the effect of the reliability of the model on the final output is ignored. However, 

reliability and importance weight are two properties of evidence having different meanings. 

Specificity, reliability is the inherent property of models (i.e. information source), which is 

independent of who may use the evidence and the performance of other classifiers. On the 

other hand, importance weight is subjective, depending on who makes the decision and the 

other models' performance
 
[31]. Compared with D-S theory, ER rule extends the weighted 

evidence to evidence with weight and reliability, and combines multiple single models overall 

considering the evidence reliability and importance weight simultaneously. 

2.3 ER rule Jo
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ER rule is a probabilistic reasoning process to combine multiple independent pieces of 

evidence considering the reliability and importance weight of evidence. In reference [31], 

Yang and Xu proved that ER algorithm and Dempster rule are two particular cases of ER rule 

algorithm. Nowadays, ER rule has been applied in machinery fault diagnosis, disaster 

prevention, medical diagnosis, risk analysis, and etc [32-35]. Most researches on ER rule 

mainly focus on evidence acquisition, reliability and importance determination. Xu proposed 

a new way to determine the evidence matrix by using referential points instead of evidence 

intervals, which improves the application range of ER rule models [36]. Xu developed a dual 

objective optimization model to train the importance weights of evidence. In this model, 

diagnostic accuracy and the distance between the importance weight of evidence and its 

referential point are the two objective functions. Till now, ER rule has not been applied in 

multi-model fusion which is worthy of being studied. 

3 Problem Statement and Formulation  

3.1 Problem statement 

According to wear mechanism in machinery, wear faults can generally be classified into 

abrasive wear, adhesive wear, fatigue wear, and corrosive wear, producing different wear 

particles. The typical wear particles include normal wear particles, sever sliding wear particles, 

cutting wear particles, spherical wear particles, fatigue spall particles, laminar particles, red 

oxides, and black oxides [2]. Figure 1 describes the corresponding relations among wear fault 

modes, wear particles and wear mechanisms. Since wear particles contain abundant tribology 

information, and different wear fault modes produce distinctive wear particles, the categories 

of wear particles are used as outputs of wear fault diagnostic models for marine diesel 

engines. 

Wear particles can be separated from lubricating oil circulating in marine diesel engine, 

and then be made into ferrography or filtergram. The pictures of wear particles can be taken 

by ferroscope and laser scanning confocal microscope. SPIP is an image processing software 

to extract the wear particle characteristics from particle pictures. The characteristics of wear 

particles include two-dimensional (2-D) characteristics such as aspect ratio ( AR ), equivalent 

diameter (
eD ), roundness ( R ), and three-dimensional (3-D) characteristics such as roughness 

average ( aS ) and texture direction index (
tdiS ). These wear particle characteristics are used as 

the input of the wear fault diagnostic model. The detailed descriptions of the wear particle 

features can be referred in reference [14].  Jo
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under high temperature

Wear fault mode Wear particle
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Figure 1. Corresponding relations among wear fault modes, wear particles and wear mechanisms  

 

Machine learning-based algorithms can be used to build the relationship between wear 

particle features and wear fault modes. In this paper, three different fault diagnostic models 

based on BRB, ANN, and ER rule are fused to generate the final diagnostic result. The 

advantages and disadvantages of the three algorithms are compared as listed in Table 1 

[4,5,18].  

Table 1 Comparisons among BRB, ER rules and ANN algorithms 

Classification 

Method 

Advantages Disadvantages 

BRB 

1. Inference process is transparent, and 

classification model has better 

interpretability. 

2. Quantitative and qualitative 

information can be synchronously 

utilized. 

3. BRB can deal with the uncertainty 

in information. 

4. Models can be developed and 

optimized with less data samples. 

5. BRB model is more stable, and 

model structure and performance are 

1. BRB is not good at dealing with 

incomplete information. 

2. BRB is not suitable for large 

scale problem, especially when 

too many input features are 

involved, there is high risk of 

combination explosion in belief 

rule base.  
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less affected by data variation.  

6. The outputs are expressed in belief 

distribution.   

ER rule 

1. Inference process is transparent, and 

classification model has better 

interpretability. 

2. ER rule can deal with the 

uncertainty in information. 

3. ER rule has good capability of 

dealing with incomplete 

information. 

4. Large scale problem can be well 

solved. 

5. Reliability and importance weight of 

evidence are distinguished clearly. 

6. The outputs are expressed in belief 

distribution.   

1. ER rule is a data-driven method, 

requiring a large amount of data 

samples, and the more sufficient 

data samples, the more accurate 

the evidence matrix will be.  

2. Unified methods to determine 

the belief distribution and the 

reliability of evidence are still 

lacking.       

ANN 

1. ANN has a outstanding capability of 

non-linear fitting. 

2. Large scale problem can be well 

solved. 

3. ANN outputs certain results.  

1. ANN is a black box simulator, 

and the inference process is 

difficult to be explained. 

2. ANN is a data-driven method, 

requiring a large amount of data 

samples, and the more sufficient 

data samples, the more accurate 

the evidence matrix will be.  

3. ANN is not good at dealing with 

incomplete information. 

4. The variation of data samples 

has a significant influence on the 

model structure and 

performance, reducing the 

model stability. 

3.2 Problem formulation 

For every single diagnostic model, suppose 1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x xx is the wear fault diagnostic 

features which are extracted from wear particle images, where ( 1,2,..., )ix i M denotes the thi

input attribute and M is the number of attributes. E is assumed as the output of a single 

diagnostic model and P is the corresponding parameters vector. Every single diagnostic model 

based on BRB, ANN, and ER rule is aimed to establish causal relationship between X and E, 

which is generally represented by ( , )E f x P , where f is a function of E. The output can be 

represented as: 1 1 2 2{( , ),( , ),...,( , )}N NE E E E   , where ( 1,2,..., )iE i N is the category of Jo
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wear particles, ( 1,2,..., )i i N  is the corresponding belief degree and the following 

constrains are satisfied: 
1

1
N

i

i




 and 0 1i  .  

In the fused model, 1 1 2 2{( , ),( , ),...,( , )}( 1,..., )i i i i i iN iNE E E E i T    is the evidence to 

be fused in decision level which is generated by every single model. It is assumed that D is 

the output of the fused diagnostic model based on ER rule, r is the reliability vector of 

evidence, and w is the importance weight vector of evidence. The fused diagnostic model can 

be described as ( , , )D g E r w . g is the function of D, and 

1 1 2 2{( , ),( , ),...,( , )}f f f

N ND D D D    satisfies the constrains
1

1
N

f

i

i




 and 0 1f

i  . 

1 2[ , ,..., ]Tr r r r is determined by the inherent property of evidence where 0 1( 1,..., )ir i T   , 

and 1 2[ , ,..., ]Tw w w w is determined by decision maker’s knowledge and preference where 

0 1( 1,..., )iw i T   . w maybe inaccurate and it can be optimized by genetic algorithm which 

will be described in section 4.  

4 The Fused Fault Diagnostic Model  

4.1 Evidential reasoning (ER) rules 

When using ER rule to combine multiple pieces of evidence, three elements are essential 

which are belief distribution of evidence, evidence reliability and evidence importance weight. 

Suppose 1 2{ , ,..., }Nh h h  is the frame of discernment, consisting N mutually exclusive and 

collectively exclusive hypotheses. All subsets of constitute its power set, represented by 

( )P   or 2
. In the frame of discernment , the belief distribution of a piece of evidence is: 

, ,{( , ) | , 1}j j je p p 
 


                    (1) 

where
,( , )jp is the element of

je , 
, jp represents the belief degree of evidence je

supporting to the proposition .  can be any element of ( )P  except the empty set.  

In ER rules, reliability factor (0 1)j jr r , represents how the evidence ie provides correct 

assessment or solution for a given problem. Importance weight (0 1)j jw w reflects the 

relative importance compared with other evidence to be combined. Taking reliability factor jrJo
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and importance weight jw into consideration, the belief distribution of evidence
je can be 

modified to be: 

, ( ),{( , ), ;( ( ), )}j j P jm m P m                        (2) 

Where , jm is the belief degree of evidence je supporting to the proposition  when 

considering the evidence reliability and importance weight. , jm is defined to be: 

, , ,

,

0                 =

       ,

(1 )   ( )

j rw j j

rw j j

m c m

c r P

 



 



 


  
   

                     (3) 

In (3), , jm is the basic probability mass, and , ,j j jm w p  ; ,rw jc is the normalization 

factor, and , 1/ (1 )rw j j jc w r   , ensuring , ( ), 1j P jm m  
  when , 1jp 

 . (1 )jr

describes the unreliability of evidence je , restricting the effect of other evidence on the final 

result when they are fused with evidence je . 

The combined belief degree of two independent pieces of evidence 1e and 2e is , (2)ep , 

representing the joint support of 1e and 2e to proposition , which can be acquired by (4) - 

(6). 

, (2), (2)

, (2)

0                          =

ˆ
       ,

ˆ

ee

D eD

mp

m





 





 
  




                (4) 

, (2) 2 ,2 1 ,1 ,1 ,2
ˆ [(1 ) (1 ) ]      e B C

B C

m r m r m m m  




 

                (5) 

( ), (2) 2 1
ˆ (1 )(1 )P em r r                           (6) 

In (5), 
, (2)

ˆ
em

 is the orthogonal sum of the weighted belief distributions of two pieces of 

evidence with reliability. If evidence je has a higher reliability, it will reduce the effect of 

other evidence on the combined result more significantly. (6) describes the residual belief 

degree after the two pieces of evidence combine. 

Similarly, multiple independent pieces of evidence ( 1,2,..., )ie i L  can be combined Jo
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according to (7) - (9), using the recursive ER rule algorithm to determine the combined 

support of L pieces of evidence to proposition . 

, ( ), ( )

, ( )

0                          =

ˆ
       ,

ˆ

e Le L

D e LD

mp

m





 





 
 


               

 (7) 

, ( ) ,( 1) ( ), ( 1) , , ( 1) ,
ˆ [(1 ) ]        



   

 

     e L i i P e i i B e i C i

B C

m r m m m m m     (8) 

( ), ( ) ( ), ( 1)
ˆ (1 )P e i i P e im r m                           (9) 

In fault diagnosis, the output of every single diagnostic model is represented in belief 

distribution which is used as a piece of evidence to be fused by ER rule to generate the final 

diagnostic result. 

4.2 Process of fault diagnosis based on the fused model 

Figure 2 indicates the prototype of the fused diagnostic model, which includes four parts: 

developing single data-driven diagnostic models, determining the reliability of every single 

model, fusing all single models in decision level, and optimizing the fused model. 

 

Figure 2. The prototype of fused diagnostic model 

 

1) Developing single data-driven diagnostic models 

Every single diagnostic model is developed in part 1, and these single models are built 

on the basis of different data-driven algorithms such as ANN, BRB, and ER rule method. 

Since the single diagnostic models are developed based on different classification algorithm, 

all single diagnostic models are independent of each other, having their own input vector Jo
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1 2( , ,..., ) ( 1,2,..., )
i

i i i i

Mx x x i L x and model structure according to the algorithm properties 

and characteristics of a diagnostic object, where L is the number of single models to be fused 

and iM is the input attributes of the diagnostic model. The output generated by every single 

diagnostic model, which is represented in belief distribution, is used as a piece of evidence to 

be fused by ER rule algorithm in part 3. It is necessary to transform the output of every single 

diagnostic model into a uniform form before fused to ensure that all pieces of evidence 

consist of the same consequent attributes. 

2) Determining the reliability factor 

Reliability factor ir  reflects the ability of evidence to provide correct assessment for 

classification problem. It has a significant influence on the combined result, and the evidence 

with higher reliability will contributing more in the evidence fusing process. Therefore, how 

to determine the reliability of every single model is a key issue, and a new method is 

proposed in part 2 to solve the problem. In detail, there are four steps to calculate the 

reliability factor: 

Step1: Select factors to evaluate single model’s performance. Generally, accuracy is the 

principle indictor to evaluate a model’s performance. However, stability is also an importance 

property of a model, because it manifests the model’s robustness and sensitivity to data 

perturbation. Consequently, accuracy and stability are selected as the two factors to evaluate the 

reliability of every single model, constituting the performance index (PI) vector. Additionally, a 

fully reliable model is defined at first, of which the accuracy and stability are all set to be one, i.e.

{( 1),( 1)}PI Acc Stab   , where Acc represents model accuracy and Stab denotes model 

stability. The fully reliable model is the baseline to measure other model’s reliability, and its 

reliability factor is 1.  

Step 2: Calculate every single diagnostic model’s accuracy iAcc . For every single 

diagnostic model, K-cross validation experiment is conducted. In the K-cross validation 

experiment, the original dataset is randomly partitioned into K equal-sized sub-datasets. Of 

the K sub-datasets, a single sub-dataset is retained as testing data, and the remaining 

sub-datasets are used as training data. The cross-validation process is then conducted K times Jo
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and iAcc  is averaged over the K rounds as shown in (10), where jUA is the accuracy of the 

single diagnostic model in the thj round.  

1

K

i j

j

Acc UA K


                            (10) 

Step 3: Calculate every single diagnostic model’s stability iStab . Similarly, K-cross 

validation experiment is also carried out. The model stability is the capabilities of these K 

classifiers to generate the repeatable identification result for one sample [37]. The stability of 

the thi model is calculated according to (11) and (12). 

1

1 1 1

1 2
= [ ]

( 1) pq

pne nr
k

i e

e p q

Stab agree
ne nr nr



  
                   (11) 

1

K
k

i i

k

Stab Stab K


                          (12) 

In (11) and (12), k

iStab is the stability of the thi classifier in the thk fold validation. ne

is the number of testing samples and nr is the times of a sample to be diagnosed. When the

thp and thq classifiers based on the same classification algorithm generate the same 

identification result for one sample, 1
pqeagree  , otherwise 0

pqeagree  .
iStab is the average 

stability of the thi diagnostic model in the K-cross validation. 

Step 4: Determine the reliability of every single model. Euler distance is used to evaluate 

the single model’s reliability compared with the fully reliable model as indicated in (13), and the 

smaller Euler distance is, the higher reliability of the single model will be. 

    2 21 ( ) ( )i i ir Acc Acc Stab Stab                     (13) 

3) Fusing multiple diagnostic model in decision level based on ER rule 

In part 3, every individual output result is a piece of evidence having its own distinctive 

reliability factor ( 1,2,..., )ir i L and importance weight ( 1,2,..., )iw i L , and is fused with 

other outputs by using ER rule algorithm as described in (7) - (9). The reliability factor of 

every single model ir is determined in part 2 by considering the model’s accuracy and 

stability, while the importance weight iw is set to be 1 initially, and optimized with historical 

data samples as illustrated in part 4. The diagnostic result after evidence fusion is in belief Jo
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distribution
1 1{( , ),...,( , )}f N NO D D  , and the final label is determined by

1 2argmax( , ,..., )f NL    , where N is the number of consequent attributes.  

4) Determining the importance weight factor 

The importance weight of every single model is set to be 1 initially which may not be 

accurate. It is therefore essential to fine tune the importance weights to improve the 

performance of the fused model by using an optimizing algorithm. As indicated in part 4 of 

Figure 1, ={ | 1,2,..., }iW w i L represents the parameters to be adjusted, and the number of 

parameters which should be optimized equals to the number of models to be fused by ER rule. 

As a matter of fact, wear fault diagnosis is a classification problem, and the misclassification 

rate should be as small as possible, hence misclassification error 1 UA is defined as the 

objective function. Specifically, the predicted sample label 'S is compared with the observed 

sample label S . It is believed that the sample is identified correctly by the fused diagnostic 

model if 'S S . The optimization model is defined by (14) and the importance weight should 

meet the constrain that 0 1iw .  

min  ( )=1-

s. t.    0 1  ( 1,2,..., )i

W UA

w i L




                   (14) 

Genetic algorithm is selected to optimize the fused model. The optimized importance 

weight ={ | 1,2,..., }iW w i L will be the final importance weight of every single diagnostic 

model in the fused model to identify testing samples. 

5 Wear Fault Diagnosis of Marine Diesel Engine Based on The Fused model  

Datasets on wear particles of diesel engines are used in this study to build the single and 

fused wear fault diagnostic models. The experimental wear particles were generated from an 

EQD XXX diesel engine, a ZH XXX diesel engine, and an abrasion testing machine. A total 

of 150 samples, containing cutting wear particles, spherical wear particles, fatigue spall 

particles, laminar particles, and severe sliding wear particles were obtained and prepared for 

analysis. 

5.1 Brief description of single wear fault diagnostic model 

As shown in Figure 2, developing single data-driven diagnostic model is the first step in 

the development of the fused diagnostic model. In our previous work, we focus on using 

different single models to take their advantages on identifying wear faults. Here, we give a Jo
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brief description of every single wear fault diagnostic model that we built previously. The 

three single diagnostic models are BBRB model, BANN model, and ER rule model.  

1) BBRB wear fault diagnostic model 

 

Figure 3. Structure of the BBRB wear fault diagnostic model 

From literature review, fatigue spall particles, severe sliding wear particles and laminar 

particles are difficult to be distinguished by 2-D characteristics. A BBRB model as shown in 

Figure 3 is designed that each level can separately process 2-D and 3-D characteristics of 

wear particles. 
1

1 1 1

1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x x and
2

2 2 2

1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x x denote the inputs of 2-D characteristics for 

the first BRB level and 3-D characteristics for the second BRB level. 1D and 2D are the 

outputs of the two levels, which can be represented by belief distributions, i.e. 

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2 2 3 3{( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D   , 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 1 1 2 2 3 3{( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D   . Specifically, in the 

output 1D , the severe sliding wear particles, fatigue spall particles and laminar particles are 

integrated into one category 1

3D  
as they are difficult to be classified by 2-D characteristics. 

The output attribute with the maximum belief degree is considered as the identified wear 

particle type, i.e., 1 2 3argmax{ , , }( 1,2)j j jj j    . If 1

3 is the maximum belief degree, 

the level-2 BRB will be activated. The three wear particles which are difficult to be classified 

in the first level BRB can be determined according to the output attribute with maximum 

belief degree. To improve the accuracy of the fault diagnostic model, the BBRB model is 

optimized by genetic algorithm as illustrated in Figure 3. Specifically, in the first level, the 

2-D characteristics AR , eD , R  are represented by 2, 2, and 3 referential points respectively, 

and there are 12 rules in the first level belief rule base. In the second level, the 3-D 

characteristics aS and tdiS are represented by 2 and 4 referential points, and there are 8 rules in 

the second level belief rule base.  

2) BANN wear fault diagnostic model Jo
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The BANN wear fault diagnostic model has the similar structure with the BBRB model 

as shown in Figure 4. Analogously, each level can separately process 2-D and 3-D 

characteristics of wear particles. 2-D particle characteristics
1

1 1 1

1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x x are used as the 

input of the level-1 ANN model, and 3-D particle characteristics
2

2 2 2

1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x x are used as the 

input of the level-2 ANN model. In the BANN model, if the output 1

3 is largest, the second 

level ANN will be triggered. With the 3-D particle characteristics, the three wear particles 

fatigue spall particles, severe sliding wear particles and laminar particles can be further 

identified. As the BBRB model, the BANN model is also optimized by genetic algorithm. 

Considering the dataset used in wear fault diagnosis is not in larger scale, both the two levels 

of the BANN model only have one hidden layer respectively. The structures of the two levels 

ANN are 3-4-3 and 2-3-3, which means there are three, four, and three neuros in level-1 ANN 

and there are two, three, and three neuros in level-2 ANN. The learning rates of the two levels 

ANN are both 0.01.  

 

Figure 4. Structure of the BANN wear fault diagnostic model 

 

3) ER rule wear fault diagnostic model 

The 2-D and 3-D characteristics 1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x x are used as the input of the ER rule wear 

fault diagnostic model, and the categories of wear particles constitute the frame of 

discernment 1 2{ , ,..., }Nh h h  . Every characteristic corresponds to one piece of evidence, 

and the belief distribution of evidence can be acquired by analyzing the historical wear fault 

samples statistically. Every piece of evidence is corrected by considering the reliability factor

ir and importance weight factor iw , and fused by ER rule algorithm to generate the final Jo
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diagnostic result 1 1
ˆ ˆ{( , ),..., ( , )}N Nh y h y which is in belief distribution. The final determined type 

is the one with the largest belief degree, i.e. 1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆarg max{ , ,..., }i NS y y y  . Being similar to BBRB 

and BANN model, the ER rule diagnostic model is also optimized by genetic algorithm, and 

the importance weight iw of every piece of evidence will be fine-tuned. Particularly, the five 

characteristics of wear particles AR , eD , R , aS , tdiS and are represented by 4,5,5,6,5 

referential points. The reliability factors of the five characteristics are 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.86, and 

0.86 respectively.  

 

Figure 5. Structure of the ER rule wear fault diagnostic model 

 

5.2 Wear fault diagnosis by fusing the multiple diagnostic models 

As described in section 3.1, every single diagnostic model has its own output form which 

should be unified. Specifically, the output of BBRB model is composed of two parts: 

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2 2 3 3={( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D    and 
2 2 2 2 2 2

2 1 1 2 2 3 3={( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D   , where
3

1

1

1i

i




 and

3
2

1

1i

i




 . 
1

1D , 1

2D , 1

3D represents cutting wear particles, spherical wear particles, and SBL 

particles which is the collection of severe sliding wear particle, fatigue spall particle and 

laminar particle. 
2

1D , 2

2D , 2

3D represents severe sliding wear particle, fatigue spall particle and 

laminar particle respectively. The output of BANN model is 

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5={( , ),( , ),( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D D D     , where 1i  and 0 {1,...,5} \k k i    . 
1 5-D D

represent the five wear particle types. ER rule model has the same output form with BANN 

model, i.e. 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5={( , ),( , ),( , ),( , ),( , )}D D D D D D     , but
5

1

1i

i




 . To make the three Jo
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models have the same output form, the output of BBRB model will be expressed as (15), 

while the outputs of BANN and ER rule models will be in the form of (16). 
1 6-D D represents 

the wear particles in the order sever sliding wear particle, cutting wear particle, fatigue spall 

particle, laminar particle, spherical particle, and SBL particle. Particularly, since SBL particle 

is the collection of severe sliding wear particle, fatigue spall particle and laminar particle, 

6
1,3,4

i i
i

D D D

   , when we are calculating the orthogonal sum of evidence.  

1 1 1 1 1

1 2 1 3 4 5 2 6 3 3
1,2,3

2 2 2 1 1

1 1 2 3 2 4 3 5 6 3
1,2,3

{( : 0),( : ),( : 0),( : 0),( : ),( : )}    max( )

{( : ),( : 0),( : ),( : ),( : 0),( : 0)}    = max( )

i
i

i
i

D D D D D D
D

D D D D D D

    

    





 


 


      (15) 

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6

1 1 2 2 3 3 4

{( , ),( , ),( , ),( , ),( , ),( , )}    0 1 

                                                                                     0 {1,...,5} \

{( , ),( , ),( , ),(

i

k

D D D D D D and

k i
D

D D D D

       



  

 

  


，

5

4 5 5 6 6 6

1

, ),( , ),( , )}    1  0i

i

D D and    








 





  (16) 

Five-fold cross validation is conducted in all the three single diagnostic models. Table 2 

lists the UA value of every model for every fold testing dataset. From Table 2, it can be 

known that the average UA values of BBRB, BANN and ER rule model are 

0.893,0.920,0.933. Based on (11) - (13), the stability of the three models are 

0.984,0.885,0.973. As a result, the performance index of BBRB, BANN, ER rule model is

1 1 1{( : 0.893),( : 0.984)}PI Acc Stab , 
2 2 2{( : 0.920),( : 0.885)}PI Acc Stab , and

3 3 3{( : 0.933),( : 0.973)}PI Acc Stab  respectively. According to (10), the reliability factors of 

the three models are 
1 0.892r  ,

2 0.860r  , 
3 0.928r  when their outputs are used as three 

pieces of evidence to be fused by ER rule algorithm in decision level.  

Table 2 UA values of every fold testing dataset for the three models 

Models 1fold 2fold 3fold 4fold 5fold Average 

BBRB 0.933 0.900 0.900 0.867 0.867 0.893 

BANN 0.933 0.933 0.833 0.900 1.000 0.920 

ER rule 0.933 0.967 0.900 0.867 1.000 0.933 

In the five-fold cross validation, the importance weight of every piece of evidence is 

initialized to be 1, i.e.
1 2 3 1w w w   . The importance weight is fine-tuned according to (14), 

and the optimization result is shown in Table 3. From Table 3, it can be seen that the 

importance weights of BBRB model and ER rule model are steady in the five-fold cross 

validation, and quite similar, indicating that the two models play the similar roles in the fused 

diagnostic model. The importance weights of BANN in the first four folds testing datasets are 

quite small, because the belief degree of every consequence attribute in the output is either 0 Jo
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or 1 so that the mis-identified result will significantly decrease the accuracy of the fused 

model. Oppositely, BANN model has the largest importance weight due to its high accuracy 

in the fifth fold testing dataset.  

Table 3 Importance weight of every fold testing dataset for the three models 

Models 1fold 2fold 3fold 4fold 5fold 

BBRB 0.839 0.979 0.849 0.902 0.630 

BANN 0.074 0.104 0.050 0.157 0.898 

ER rule 0.782 0.871 0.934 0.790 0.702 

 

6 Results of the Fused Diagnostic Model and Discussions 

6.1 Accuracy analysis 

Figure 6 shows the accuracy of the fused diagnostic model and the three single 

diagnostic model in the five-fold cross-validation. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the 

accuracy of the diagnostic result can be improved after integrating the three single data-driven 

models by the ER rule method. Specifically, the accuracy of the fused model on the fold-1, 

fold-2 and fold-4 testing datasets is 1, 1, 0.933 respectively, which is increased by 7%, 10% 

and 6.6% compared with the smallest accuracy given by the single models. Considering that 

the BANN model and the ER rule model can make correct identification on the fold-5 testing 

dataset, the poor diagnostic result given by BBRB model in this dataset can be improved, and 

all samples can be distinguished by the fused model consequently. Similarly, the good 

performance of BBRB model and ER rule model on fold-3 testing dataset (i.e. UABBRB=0.9；

UAER rule=0.9) can compensate that of the BANN model on this dataset after the three models 

are integrated. 

Table 4 lists the samples of the testing datasets that are mis-classified by the three single 

models and the fused model in the five-fold cross-validation. As described in Table 4, the 

samples mis-identified by one single model can be corrected by the fused model. For example, 

for the fold-1 testing dataset, the BBRB model can correct the identification result of samples 

14 and 17 which are wrongly classified by the BANN model and the ER rule model. On the 

other hand, the BANN model and the ER rule model can correct the diagnostic result given by 

the BBRB model on sample 16. Additionally, if a single model has an outstanding capability 

of identifying a specific type of wear particle, it can compensate the deficient capabilities of 

other single models. Taking the fold-2 testing dataset as an example, the ER rule model can 

correctly identify the laminar particles. While samples 23 and 24 are mis-classified by the 

BBRB model and samples 19 and 20 are mis-classified by BANN model, they all can be Jo
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accurately determined by the fused diagnostic model because of the satisfying performance of 

the ER rule model on identifying laminar particles. However, it should be noticed that the 

fused diagnostic model cannot give a correct diagnostic result if all single diagnostic models 

make wrong identification for a specific sample, which means that the performance of the 

fused model is determined by the single models, but it will not be inferior to that of the single 

model. 

 

Figure 6. UA of the fused and the three single data-driven diagnostic models 

 

Table 4 Mis-classified samples in five-fold cross-validation
*
 

Fold number Diagnostic model Mis-classified samples  

Fold 1 

BBRB （Sample 16：FS），（Sample 19: L） 

BANN （Sample 14：FS），（Sample 17: FS） 

ER rule （Sample 14：FS），（Sample 17: FS） 

Fused model / 

Fold 2 

BBRB 
（Sample 18：FS），（Sample 23：L） 

（Sample 24： L） 

BANN （Sample 19：L），（Sample 20： L） 

ER rule （Sample 18：FS） 

Fused model / 

Fold 3 

BBRB 
（Sample 11：C），（Sample 17：FS） 

（Sample 18：FS） 

BANN 

（Sample 11：C），（Sample 13：FS） 

（Sample 14：FS）（Sample 15：FS） 

（Sample 16：FS） 

0
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Fold number Diagnostic model Mis-classified samples  

ER rule 
（Sample 11：C），（Sample 17：FS） 

（Sample 19：L） 

Fused model 
（Sample 11：C），（Sample 17：FS） 

（Sample 18：FS） 

Fold 4 

BBRB 
（Sample 7：C），（Sample 18：FS） 

（Sample 23：L），（Sample 24：L） 

BANN 
（Sample 7：C），（Sample 9：C） 

（Sample 17：FS） 

ER rule 
（Sample 7：C），（Sample 14：C） 

（Sample 17：FS），（Sample 18：FS） 

Fused model （Sample 7：C），（Sample 17：FS） 

Fold 5 

BBRB 
（Sample 5：SSL），（Sample 17：FS） 

（Sample 23：L），（Sample 24：L） 

BANN / 

ER rule / 

Fused model / 

*
 C-cutting wear particles, L-laminar particles, FS-fatigue spall particles; SP-spherical wear particles, SSL-severe 

sliding wear particles. 

The fused diagnostic model trained by the fold-1 training dataset is selected as the final 

diagnostic model, and the reliability and importance weight of the three single diagnostic 

models are BBRB 0.892r  , BANN 0.860r  , 
ER rule 0.928r  , BBRB =0.839w , BANN =0.074w , 

ER rule =0.782w . Figure 7 shows the square error ( 1,2,..., )iSE i n  between the predicted belief 

distribution and the observed belief distribution. For the whole dataset, the
iSE of only two 

samples are over 0.1, as highlighted by the elliptic curve after integration of the single models, 

while the
iSE of the other samples are all below 0.1, and are smaller than the iSE generated by 

the BBRB model and the ER rule model. It can be concluded that the fused diagnostic model 

developed in this paper has higher accuracy for wear particle identification, and could 

increase the difference between the belief degree of the real wear particle type and that of 

other wear particle types, making the identification results more credible.  

Additionally, the performance of the fused diagnostic model under the effects of 

disturbance signals is verified. For every characteristic of wear particles, a random noise Jo
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following uniform distribution ~ ( , )x U a b is added to the original testing data samples, 

where a equals to negative ten percent of the mean input value of the whole dataset, and b 

equals to positive ten percent of the mean input value of the whole dataset. The accuracy of 

every single diagnostic model is 0.867 (BBRB), 0.933 (BANN), and 0.833 (ER rule) 

respectively, and the accuracy of the fused diagnostic model is 0.933. Although compared 

with the results described in Figure 6, disturbance signals reduce the performance of every 

model slightly, the result is acceptable, and the diagnostic accuracy can be still improved by 

fusing the three single models.  

 

Figure 7. SE of every sample in the whole dataset determined by fused diagnostic model and the 

three single diagnostic models 

 

The performance of the fused diagnostic model is further verified by a verification 

dataset containing 39 samples which is independent of the training and testing datasets. These 

39 samples were collected during experiments conducted in a four-stroke diesel engine. 

Figure 8 shows the diagnostic result of every sample in the verification dataset given by the 

fused model and the three single models which are represented by different colors and sizes. 

From Figure 8, it can be seen that the fused model cannot identify the wear fault correctly if 

all or most single models give wrong diagnostic results, such as sample 1, 20, 25, 28 which 

are highlighted by black arrows. It means that the performance of the fused model is 

influenced by single model’s performance. However, it can be noticed that the overall 

diagnostic accuracy can be improved by fusing the single models. Samples 2, 6, 13, 16, 30, 

and 32 mis-identified by ER rule model, samples 12, 14, 21, 26, 33, and 37 mis-identified by 

BBRB models, and samples 23, 24, and 36 mis-identified by BANN models are all identified 

correctly by the fused model. Furthermore, Table 5 shows the accuracy and mean square error Jo
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(MSE) of all the diagnostic models on verification dataset. The accuracy of the fused model 

increases by 12.8%, 7.7% and 10.2% compared with that of the BBRB model, the BANN 

model and the ER rule model. The MSE of the fused model is also decreased clearly. From 

Figure 9, it can be seen that the belief distribution of most samples predicted by the fused 

diagnostic model is closer to the observed belief distribution, and the difference between the 

predicted value and the observed value is also smaller than that of the BBRB model and the 

ER rule model except for the six samples as marked by circles which are similar to the points 

marked by arrows in Figure 8.  

Table 5 Performance of the fused the three single diagnostic model on verification dataset 

Indicator BBRB  BANN ER rule Fused model 

MSE 0.418 - 0.488 0.271 

UA 0.718 0.769 0.744 0.846 

 

 

Figure 8. Diagnostic results of the verification dataset given by the fused diagnostic model and 

three single diagnostic models 
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Figure 9. SE of every sample in the verification dataset determined by the fused diagnostic model 

and the three single diagnostic models 

6.2 Computational complexity analysis 

With data scale increasing, the time that an algorithm processes the data rises as well. 

The computational complexity of an algorithm directly affects its efficiency and flexibility. 

Here, we analyze the computational complexity of ER rule, BRB, and BP-ANN algorithms. 

Suppose that m characteristics of wear particles (input) and n wear fault modes (output) are 

considered in wear fault diagnosis. It means n is the number of elements in the frame of 

discernment (FoD), and =2 1nN   is the number of elements in the power set of the FoD.  

For ER rule method, m is the number of pieces of evidence to be fused because every 

characteristic of wear particle is used as a piece of evidence. Since we combine 2 pieces of 

evidence every time, we need to find the intersection between any pairs of elements in the two 

power sets (one for each piece of evidence) which gives us 
2N computations. m-1-time 

combinations have to be conducted to complete the fusion of the m pieces of evidence. 

Consequently, the computational complexity of ER rule algorithm is 2(( 1)(2 1) )nO m  . 

Because the power set is not considered in wear fault diagnosis, the computational complexity 

can be simplified as 2(( 1) )O m n . 

For BRB method, the number of rules activated by the input data point is 2m
. Being 

similar to ER rule algorithm, only 2 rules are combined every time, and therefore, 
2N  (i.e.

2(2 1)n  ) computations are conducted. The computational complexity of BRB can be 

represented as 2(2 (2 1) )m nO  which can be simplified as 2(2 )mO n . 

For BP neural network, suppose L hidden layers are developed and each hidden layer has 

( 1,2,..., )lN l L  neurons. The number of neurons in input layer and output layer are m and n Jo
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respectively. The number of multiplications between input layer and the first hidden layer is

1mN , and the number of multiplications between output layer and the last hidden layer is LnN . 

The number of multiplications between every two hidden layers is 1l lN N  . As a result, the 

computational complexity of BP-ANN is 
2

1 1

2

( )
L

L l l

l

O mN nN N N






  . Considering only one 

hidden layer is developed in wear fault diagnostic model, the model computational 

complexity can be simplified as ( ( ))O N m n . 

From the above analysis, it can be found that ER rule and BRB have similar 

computational complexity, but the rising number of input features will obviously increase the 

model complexity and computing time of BRB. The number of hidden layers and neurons in 

each layer determine the computational complexity of BP-ANN method, and the more hidden 

layers, the more complexity.           

7 Conclusions 

A machine learning-based wear fault diagnostic model is proposed by using the ER rule 

to integrate three single data-driven diagnostic models which are BBRB model, BANN model, 

and ER rule model. The reliability and importance weight of every single model is considered 

respectively. A fully reliable model is defined and Euler distance is used to determine the 

single model’s reliability, while the importance weight of every single model is optimized by 

genetic algorithm. Five-fold cross validation is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

fused diagnostic model, and a verification dataset which is independent with the training and 

testing datasets is used to further verify the performance of the fused model. The advantages 

of the fused diagnostic model proposed in this paper are summarized as follows: 

1) The performance of wear fault diagnostic model can be enhanced from different 

aspects by fusing the three data-driven wear fault diagnostic models. The demerits 

of the single diagnostic models can be overcome 

2) The inherent property of the individual model can be better expressed by involving 

model stability to determine the model reliability, because the model stability is 

generally related to the model structure, modeling algorithm, inference process and 

etc. 

3) The ER rule algorithm distinguishes model reliability and model importance weight, 

therefore, not only the performance of every single model will have an effect on the 

final output of the fused model, the relationship among all the individual models 

will also influence the fusing model's performance. Jo
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4) The fused diagnostic model is more accurate and robust, and the fault tolerance 

ability can be improved remarkably compared with a single data-driven diagnostic 

model. 
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We think there are three highlights in this paper: 

1) The demerits of single data-driven diagnostic models in fault diagnosis can be 

overcome by fusing their outputs in decision level;  

2) Evidential reasoning (ER) rule distinguishes reliability factor and importance weight 

factor of single diagnostic models when they are fused; 

3) a new method considering model accuracy and stability simultaneously has been 

proposed to determine the reliability factor of every single diagnostic model. 

Highlights (for review)
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